FAMILY FUN within the
TALKING STICK ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT
Whether you have a few hours or a few days, there’s plenty to do in the Talking Stick Entertainment District,
located within the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community, just 20 minutes from Sky Harbor International Airport and 10 minutes from downtown Scottsdale.
Rich in history, culture and entertainment, we invite you to come see what everyone is talking about!

CHECK- IN:

GREAT WOLF LODGE

You can expect outstanding hospitality from the friendly, welcoming staff at Great Wolf
Lodge Arizona where you’ll experience the largest indoor water park and tons of dryland
fun for the whole family. With eight dining experiences from grab and go options
including, Dunkin’ Donuts and the only Ben & Jerry’s in Arizona to Barnwood, a full
service restaurant featuring locally inspired dishes.

MORNING:
Adventure awaits as the dream of flight becomes a reality at iFLY. Fall in love with the
feeling and freedom that comes with floating on air. Flyers from 3 to 103 are welcome!
IFLY INDOOR SKYDIVING

Stroll through OdySea Aquarium, the largest aquarium in the southwest, featuring sharks,
otters, sea lions, penguins and more. This state-of-the-art facility will amaze you with
SeaTREK®- an underwater ocean exploration experience, a giant submerged escalator
that descends into the deep ocean and the world’s only rotating aquarium exhibit –
OdySea Voyager.

LUNCH:
ODYSEA AQUARIUM

No need to drive, stay at Arizona Boardwalk for delectable dino delight entrees and
desserts at Pangaea Grill, directly above Pangaea Land of the Dinosaurs.

AFTERNOON:

SALT RIVER FIELDS AT TALKING STICK

Play Ball! Soak up the sun and some baseball at Salt River Fields at Talking Stick,
spring training home to the Arizona Diamondbacks and Colorado Rockies. Don’t forget
to check out Cold Stone Field, where the kiddos get to play too!
There’s no shortage of fun at Mavrix, with laser tag; 22 bowling lanes, eight of which take
bowling to the next level creating an immersive experience using Spark technology; and
delicious food and drinks at the Trophy Room restaurant and bar.

MAVRIX

Locally owned, Imagine 3Dmini-golf will transport you to a fantasty world filled with
dragon caves, sunken pirate ships and magical unicorns! Hand-painted 3D art murals
come to life with 3D glasses, and truly enhance your blacklight mini-golf experience
while challenging your play.
Head on back to Great Wolf Lodge Arizona for some late afternoon fun. Race your kids
to the next level of MagiQuest or challenge them to a game of bowling at Ten Paw Alley
or test your courage on Howler’s Peak, a unique indoor ropes course.

MEDIEVAL TIMES DINNER & TOURNAMENT

DINNER:
Enjoy a hearty four-course feast while six brave knights compete in games of skill
astride magnificent pure Spanish horses at Medieval Times Dinner & Tournament, North
America’s #1 dinner attraction. Or, make socializing a sport at Top Golf where you can
enjoy chef-inspired dishes, a full-service bar and play fun golf games for all skill levels.
We look forward to seeing you soon!
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